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This paper describes the bioconjugation of histidine-tagged enzymes and other proteins to the surface of composite
“magnetomicelles” consisting of magnetic γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles encapsulated within cross-linked polystyreneblock-polyacrylate copolymer micelle shells. Free carboxylic acid groups on the magnetomicelle surface were
converted to Cu2+-iminodiacetic acid (IDA) for protein capture. The conjugation of T4 DNA ligase and enhanced
green fluorescent protein to magnetomicelles revealed that proteins were captured with a high surface density
and could be magnetically separated from reaction mixtures and subsequently released from the nanoparticle
surface. Additionally, bioconjugation of T7 RNA polymerase yielded a functional enzyme that maintained its
biological activity and could be recycled for up to three subsequent transcription reactions. We propose that
protein-magnetomicelle bioconjugates are effective for protein bioseparation and enzymatic recycling and further
strengthen the idea that nanoparticle surfaces have utility in protein immobilization.

INTRODUCTION
Protein-modified particles (1), both microparticles and nanoparticles, have many biotechnological uses, including protein
separation and purification, protein detection and analysis, in
vivo imaging, bioelectrodes and biosensors, and biocatalytic
transformations (2-7). Particle-bound enzymes are of special
interest as recyclable catalysts. In principle, magnetic nanoparticles should be excellent solid supports for enzymes (8);
nanoparticle supports inherently maximize the surface area
available for enzyme attachment, and magnetic nanoparticles
with sufficient magnetization are easily recovered from aqueous
suspension by applying a static magnetic field. One significant
challenge to practical use of magnetic nanoparticles as enzyme
supports is the availability of general bioconjugate chemistries
for connecting proteins to particles. Current methods for
attaching proteins to particles include physical adsorption/
deposition (9, 10), entrapment (11, 12), cross-linking (5), and
covalent attachment (13). One attractive strategy for specifically
conjugating proteins to particles uses fusion tags to attach a
specific locus, usually the N- or C-terminus, to reactive or
coordinating groups on the particle surface (14-17). For
example, Xu and co-workers recently demonstrated that hexahistidine (His6)-tagged GFP could be selectively captured onto
nitriloacetic acid (NTA)-modified FePt (18) or M/Fe2O3 (M )
Co or SmCo5.2) (19) nanoparticles when appropriate ligands
were covalently installed on the particle surfaces.
In order to control the stability and surface functionality of
magnetic nanoparticles, our group has developed a method for
the encapsulation of hydrophobic γ-Fe2O3 particles (d ) 10.9
nm) in amphiphilic polystyrene250-block-poly(acrylic acid13)
(PS250-b-PAA13) block copolymer (20). The outer PAA block
of the micelles renders these nanostructures water-soluble and
displays carboxylic acid groups used to (1) permanently fix the
micelle shell with EDC-activated 2,2′-(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylamine) cross-linker and (2) facilitate the attachment of biomolecules. Herein, we demonstrate the covalent immobilization
of proteins onto these hybrid nanoscale materials, termed
* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
taton@chem.umn.edu.

“magnetomicelles”, by attaching iminodiacetic acid (IDA) to
the micelle surface, and use the functionalized Cu2+-IDA
magnetomicelles to selectively capture His6-tagged proteins
(Scheme 1) (18, 21). We establish that the encapsulated
magnetic nanoparticles are suitable for biological environments
and permit the external manipulation of conjugated biomolecules. Specifically, we report the bioseparation of His6tagged T4 DNA ligase (T4 DNAL) and enhanced green
fluorescent protein (EGFP). In addition, we show that T7 RNA
polymerase (T7 RNAP) maintains enzyme activity while
conjugated to magnetomicelles and that the enzyme bioconjugate
is recoverable for recycled enzyme use.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Magnetomicelle Preparation and Functionalization. Magnetomicelles were prepared as previously reported (20). Briefly,
magnetomicelles were prepared from 10.9 nm γ-Fe2O3 magnetic
nanoparticles ([γ-Fe2O3]initial ) 0.30 mg/mL in 50:50 DMF/
THF) and PS250-b-PAA13 ([PS250-b-PAA13]final ) 2.0 × 10-2
mg/mL). Assembled, copolymer-coated particles were exposed
to 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide (EDC) to
activate 50% of the PAA block carboxylates, followed by 2,2′(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylamine) to cross-link these carboxylates.
For IDA functionalization, 5.0 mL of magnetomicelle solution
(effective carboxylic acid groups in PAA block ) 2.41 × 10-8
mol) was mixed with 21.5 µL of freshly prepared EDC solution
(1.0 mg/mL in H2O, 3.0 equiv to carboxylic acid groups in the
PAA block) with vigorous stirring. After 30 min of activation,
31.4 µL of N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium salt (sulfo-NHS)
(1.0 mg/mL in H2O, 6.0 equiv to carboxylic acid groups in the
PAA block) was added to the suspension. Solutions were stirred
for 1.5 h, and the suspension was added dropwise to 32 µL of
iminodiacetic acid (IDA) (1.0 mg/mL in H2O, 10 equiv to
carboxylic acid groups in the PAA block) in 1.0 mL of 10 mM
Na2CO3/NaHCO3 buffer (pH 9.5) (22). The solution was
vigorously mixed for 24 h at room temperature and dialyzed
against diH2O (Spectra/Por 4 Regenerated Cellulose Membrane,
MWCO ) 12-14K) over 48 h. To this solution was added 7.2
µL of aqueous CuSO4‚5H2O (10 mg/mL in H2O, 10 equiv of
carboxylic acid groups in the PAA block), and the mixture was
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Scheme 1. Protein-Magnetomicelle Bioconjugaton

allowed to stand for 3 h to load IDA groups with Cu2+; excess
reagents were removed with extensive dialysis.
Characterization of Functionalized Magnetomicelles.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained on a JEOL 1210 electron microscope equipped with a
Gatan video camera and a Gatan Multiscan CCD camera (1024
× 1024 pixels). Magnetomicelle solutions were dropped onto
300-mesh Formvar-graphite-coated copper TEM grids (Electron
Microscopy Science, Hartfield, PA) and air-dried for TEM
imaging. All images were obtained at an operating voltage of
120 kV.
Protein Preparation, Purification. Recombinant T4 DNA
ligase (BL21(DE3)p-lysS, p3H11) (23), EGFP (pBAD-18-Cm)
(24), and T7 RNA polymerase (M15:pDMI.1, p6HRNAP) (25),
all containing His6 fusion tags, were overexpressed in E. coli
according to previously published protocols. Proteins were
purified by affinity chromatography using Ni2+-NTA-agarose
resin (Qiagen) and eluted with imidazole-containing buffer.
Product protein solutions were buffer-exchanged and concentrated by centrifugal dialysis using Centriprep YM-10 tubes
(Amicon, Bedford, MA) and stored at -20 °C. Proteins were
analyzed by 8% SDS-PAGE and their concentrations estimated
by standard BCA protein assay.
Bioconjugate Preparation and Magnetic Separation. Suspensions of Cu2+-IDA magnetomicelles were mixed with His6tagged proteins in Eppendorf tubes for 2 h at 4 °C. Magnets
(NdFeB magnet, 0.14 T) were applied to the bottom and one
side edge of the tubes for 1 h, and the supernatant (top 70% of
solution) was pipetted away, in order to isolate the magnetomicelle-protein conjugates from unconjugated, free protein. The
magnetomicelle-protein bioconjugates were then washed two
to four times with diH2O prior to protein analysis, elution, or
enzymatic reaction. To wash, the magnet was removed from
the bottom of the Eppendorf tube, residue was resuspended in
an equal volume diH2O, the magnets were reapplied for 1 h,
and the supernatant (top 50%) was pipetted away.
T4 DNA Ligase-Magnetomicelle Assay. 450 µL of Cu2+IDA magnetomicelle solution was mixed with T4 DNAL and
10% SDS for a total reaction volume of 500 µL. Reactions were
treated as described above in Bioconjugate Preparation and
Magnetic Separation. T4 DNAL could be eluted from the
magnetomicelles by resuspending magnetically separated residue
in 75 µL 1 M imidazole, followed by a round of magnetic
separation. The flow-through, washes, and final elution fraction
were dialyzed overnight against diH2O using Slide-A-Lyzer
Mini Dialysis units (Pierce, Rockford, IL) at 4 °C. Dialyzed
samples were lyophilized to dryness and resuspended in 10 µL
for gel analysis by 8% SDS-PAGE. In control experiments,
magnetomicelles were treated as described above, except that
IDA and Cu2+ were omitted.
GFP-Magnetomicelle Assay. 200 µL of Cu2+-IDA magnetomicelle solution was mixed with EGFP. Reactions were
treated as described in Bioconjugate Preparation and Magnetic
Separation. All washes and the final 60 µL fraction of EGFPmagnetomicelle bioconjugates were resuspended to 140 µL for
fluorescence analysis. EGFP-magnetomicelle data reported is
the average of six individual experiments. The steady-state

fluorescence measurements were obtained with a Quantamaster
Fluorimeter (PTI London, Ontario) at room temperature, using
an excitation wavelength of 395 nm and emission and excitation
slit widths of 2 nm. In all experiments, the raw average of two
emission scans was reported. An EGFP fluorescence calibration
curve was generated by magnetically separating 200 µL of
nonfunctionalized magnetomicelle suspension, then removing
60 µL of the supernantant. The resulting 140 µL of micelle
solution was mixed with known amounts of EGFP and the
fluorescence intensity measured.
T7 RNA Polymerase Activity. 200 µL of Cu2+-IDA magnetomicelle solution was mixed with T7 RNAP. Reactions were
treated as described in Bioconjugate Preparation and Magnetic
Separation. The final 60 µL fraction of T7 RNAP-magnetomicelle bioconjugates were added to transcription reactions,
performed at 37 °C for 4 h, in the presence of 10× transcription
buffer (0.4 M Tris‚Cl, pH 8.0, 60 mM MgCl2, 0.01 M
spermidine, 0.1% 1090 Triton, BSA and DTT), 4 mM each
NTPs, 1 µM template DNA, 20 mM MgCl2, and 10 mM DTT
for a final reaction volume of 100 µL. Template DNA was (i)
a 155-mer, PCR-generated synthetic template containing the
DNA sequence for the T7 RNAP promoter or (ii) plasmid DNA
(3.4 kb), which contains the T7 RNA promoter and the DNA
template for E. coli tRNAPro RNA (76-mer) (26). Plasmid DNA
was digested with BstN1 and gel-purified prior to transcription.
For T7 RNAP-magnetomicelle recycling experiments, after the
first transcription reaction, the reaction solution was magnetically
separated and 70% of the free reaction solution was removed
(70 µL) for gel analysis. The remaining 30 µL of T7 RNAPmagnetomicelle bioconjugates were resuspended to 120 µL with
diH2O and treated according to Bioconjugation Preparation and
Magnetic Separation, described above. The final 60 µL was
reused in a second transcription reaction. Transcription products
(RNA) were analyzed by denaturing 12% PAGE. Control
experiments were preformed as described above, except that
all the fractions were collected without the application of the
magnets. In addition, reactions were run with unconjugated T7
RNAP and T7 RNAP mixed with magnetomicelles that were
not washed from T7 RNAP free in solution.

RESULTS
On the basis of our previous studies on the synthesis and
functionalization of copolymer micelle-encapsulated nanoparticles (20, 27, 28), we anticipated that γ-Fe2O3 magnetomicelles
would be excellent supports for proteins. Encapsulation of
γ-Fe2O3 magnetic nanoparticles within cross-linked surfactant
shells makes it possible to take advantage of the nanoparticles’
intrinsic properties without the need to develop specific
chemistries for directly attaching proteins to the nanoparticle
surface. The surfactant shell also stabilizes the particles to
physical and chemical manipulation in biological buffers and
protects proteins from direct contact with the core nanoparticle
surfaces. In this study, we used magnetomicelles in which 50%
of the PAA carboxylates were cross-linked, leaving the other
50% available for bioconjugation.
The bioconjugate chemistry used in this study is based on
immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC), a common
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Figure 1. Representative TEM micrograph of Cu2+-IDA functionalized
magnetomicelles. Multiple γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles are confined within
each polymer micelle core, and the average Cu2+-IDA magnetomicelle
diameter is 50 nm.

technique for the purification of recombinant proteins (29, 30).
In IMAC, His6-protein fusions are initially bound to Ni2+- or
Co2+-loaded nitriloacetic acid (NTA) groups on functionalized
resin and can be subsequently eluted from the support by
exposure to imidazole solution. Interactions between His6 tags
and metal-NTA groups have recently been used to capture
proteins on the surfaces of various types of nanostructures,
including gold (21) and magnetic nanoparticles (18, 19) and
magnetic nanorods (31). We chose to functionalize magnetomicelles with Cu2+-IDA rather than Ni2+- or Co2+-NTA due to
its higher binding affinity for the polyhistidine fusion tag (32,
33). Magnetomicelle carboxylates were converted to IDA groups
via EDC coupling. Particles were then exposed to Cu2+ and
washed to prepare them for protein loading. TEM micrographs
of Cu2+-IDA functionalized magnetomicelles appeared identical
to those taken prior to functionalization (Figure 1). Further
characterization by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
confirmed the presence of copper in dialyzed Cu2+-IDA
magnetomicelle preparations. By contrast, control samples in
which EDC was omitted from the magnetomicelle functionalization exhibited no XPS peak corresponding to copper (data
not shown). This experiment indicates that IDA functionalization
was required to bind Cu2+. Suspensions of Cu2+-IDA magnetomicelles were stable for at least several months but were
typically bound to proteins soon after synthesis. Assuming that
functionalization with IDA was similar to that of primary amines
studied previously in our group, we estimate that several hundred
Cu2+-IDA molecules can be attached to the surface of a single,
50-nm magnetomicelle (20).
We initially evaluated Cu2+-IDA magnetomicelles as protein
supports by using them to capture His6-tagged T4 DNA ligase
(T4 DNAL). These experiments were designed to mimic
standard, column-based IMAC protein purification protocols.
Proteins were first captured by suspended nanoparticles, which
were washed to remove unbound protein. Then, an IMACcompeting ligand, imidazole, was added to elute the protein from
its nanoparticle supports (34). In all experiments, excess T4
DNAL was added to the functionalized magnetomicelles to
saturate the particles with protein. Numerous cycles of magnetic
separation and washing were used to remove unbound protein.
The supernatant recovered from each step of protein bioconjugation and purification was analyzed by gel electrophoresis
(Figure 2a). Excess unbound protein was recovered only in
initial washing steps; subsequent magnetic separations and
redispersion showed no loss of bound T4 DNAL to the
supernatant. Elution with imidazole, however, yielded a single
band on the SDS-PAGE gel corresponding to pure T4 DNAL.

Figure 2. SDS-PAGE gel of T4 DNA ligase (68 kD) captured and
isolated from ∼2 × 1011 magnetomicelles (400 µL magnetomicelle
solution), where (a) micelles were conjugated with varying amounts
of T4 DNA ligase, or where (b) IDA or (c) Cu2+ was omitted from the
preparation. Flow: Unbound material collected from supernatant after
initial conjugation. Washes: Material collected from diH2O wash steps.
Elute: Material collected after exposure to 500 µM imidazole.

The binding capacity for T4 DNAL was dependent on the
magnetomicelle concentration, such that the amount of T4
DNAL captured by equal suspensions of magnetomicelles was
qualitatively reproducible, regardless of the amount of protein
initially mixed with the nanoparticles. For example, magnetomicelle preparations mixed with 75 or 150 µg of T4 DNAL
eluted similar quantities of protein after T4 DNAL-magnetomicelle purification (Figure 2a, elute lanes; additional data not
shown).
Control experiments verified the specificity of the interaction
between the Cu2+-loaded IDA groups and the His6 tags. In
general, proteins lacking His6 fusion tags did not bind to the
surfaces of magnetomicelles. As a result, when particles were
mixed with impure preparations of T4 DNAL, the imidazoleeluted protein was always observed to be more pure than the
starting material by SDS-PAGE analysis (Figure 2a; additional
data not shown). In addition, control experiments in which
magnetomicelles were either not functionalized with IDA or
not loaded with Cu2+, exposed to T4 DNAL, and then subjected
to elution conditions showed negligible protein capture. Instead,
the T4 DNAL mixed with these preparations was recovered from
the reaction solution during magnetic separation and washing
(Figure 2b,c). This data confirms that the interaction between
the particle-bound Cu2+-IDA groups and the His6 tag is highly
specific. Similar work on monolithic, PAA-coated surfaces that
had been modified with metal-NTA groups has shown low
nonspecific binding in the absence of metal or ligand (35).
In order to quantify the protein bound to magnetomicelles,
we analyzed particles conjugated to His6-tagged enhanced green
fluorescent protein (EGFP). The intrinsic fluorescence of GFP
has been previously used in protein attachment to surfaces (36,
37), supported membranes (38), and particles (18, 39). Here,
to further quantify the effectiveness of magnetomicelle protein
loading, as well as to verify protein integrity after conjugation,
His6-tagged EGFP was captured by the magnetomicelles. As
with His6-T4 DNAL, gel electrophoresis experiments demonstrated that His6-EGFP could be bound to the magnetomicelle
surface and eluted with imidazole (34).
The conjugation and surface density of His6-EGFP was also
monitored by fluorescence spectroscopy. Overall, the fluores-
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Figure 3. Fluorescence spectra of GFP-magnetomicelles, prior to
magnetic separation, after all subsequent washes and after recovery of
the bioconjugate solution. Bioconjugates were washed until the
fluorescence intensity was negligible (wash 4), followed by GFPmagnetomicelle analysis.

cence spectrum of EGFP was not affected by conjugation to
the particles. After mixing His6-EGFP with the magnetomicelle
suspension, the mixture was magnetically separated and washed
until the supernatant exhibited no significant fluorescence
(Figure 3). Then, the fluorescence signal from the EGFPmagnetomicelle bioconjugates was measured. When limiting
amounts of His6-EGFP were added to the preparation, the
fluorescence intensity of these suspensions increased with
increasing EGFP concentration. At the saturating concentration
of His6-EGFP, we estimate that 300 molecules of EGFP are
attached to each 50-nm-diameter magnetomicelle in solution,
based on the final fluorescence intensity of the suspension, or
one molecule of EGFP per 26 nm2 of particle surface. Given
that GFP has a footprint of 12 nm2 (40), this corresponds to a
fairly high surface density of attached protein. The high density
of conjugated EGFP molecules is consistent with our previous
study, which indicated that around 600 molecules of NH2(ethylene glycol)5-fluorescein functionalized the surface of a
single magnetomicelle (20). The fluorescence intensity of the
conjugates also suggests that EGFP remains intact while
conjugated to the surface of the magnetomicelles, due to the
retention of the protein’s intrinsic fluorescence. Attaching GFP
to magnetomicelles gives us a quantitative way to measure the
magnetomicelle-protein loading capacity.
In order for magnetic nanoparticles to be useful as supports
for enzymes, the bound enzyme must maintain its native activity
even after repeated physical manipulation. A variety of enzymes
have been used as models for evaluating the activity of particlebound enzymes, including Candida rugosa lipase (41), horseradish peroxidase (21, 42), proteases (43, 44), and glucose
oxidase (3). To test the use of magnetomicelles as recyclable
supports for enzymes used in molecular biology, we used
magnetomicelles in conjunction with an enzyme routinely used
for the in vitro transcription of RNA, T7 RNA polymerase (T7
RNAP). Like most enzymes in molecular biology protocols, T7
RNAP is by far the most expensive reagent used in a transcription reaction, and we expected that attaching the enzyme to
magnetomicelles would allow it to be recycled after use.
However, T7 RNAP is susceptible to inhibition by a variety or
reaction contaminants (45), and so we first tested whether
transcription was inhibited by the magnetomicelle supports.
Cu2+-IDA magnetomicelles (with no protein attached) were
added to otherwise ordinary transcription reactions of two
separate dsDNA templates: a 155-nt, linear template that
generates a 135-mer mRNA, and 3.4 kb plasmid that yields the
76-mer tRNAPro (26). Gel electropherograms of the RNA

Figure 4. (a) Representative urea-PAGE gel images of RNA produced
by T7 RNAP-magnetomicelles or free T7 RNAP, at concentrations
where the enzyme was the limiting reagent. (b) Graphical analysis of
densitometry studies of numerous gel images. Transcription data for
free T7 RNAP at concentrations above 20 µg were not determined (ND),
because the maximum level of RNA production was reached by 20 µg
of enzyme. The data was normalized, such that the RNA generated
with 20 µg of free T7 RNAP was set to 100%. No RNA was detected
with 5 µg of T7 RNAP bound to the magnetomicelles. (c) Urea-PAGE
gel of RNA produced when magnetomicelle suspension was added to
a transcription reaction already in progress.

products produced in the absence or presence of Cu2+-IDA
magnetomicelles were indistinguishable (data not shown).
Additional experiments with magnetomicelle-bound RNA
polymerase demonstrate that these materials are active, recoverable catalysts for transcription. Magnetomicelles were loaded
with His6-T7 RNAP, washed exhaustively, and used in place
of free T7 RNAP to transcribe the two DNA templates described
above. Conjugated T7 RNAP successfully transcribed both linear
and plasmid DNA to RNA under standard reaction conditions
(34). Cu2+-IDA magnetomicelles that had been incubated with
T7 RNAP that lacked a His6 tag, by contrast, failed to catalyze
DNA transcription (34). We conclude that, as was true for His6T4 DNAL and His6-GFP, the hexahistidine tag is required to
conjugate T7 RNAP to Cu2+-IDA magnetomicelles and nonspecific adsorption of active catalyst was not significant.
In order to relate the activity of T7 RNAP-magnetomicelles
to that of free T7 RNAP, we compared the amount of RNA
product generated in side-by-side reactions using both catalysts.
Experiments were conducted in which the enzyme was a limiting
reagent for RNA production, and in all cases, the amount of
DNA template was held constant at 1 µM. As is true for T7
RNAP alone, increasing concentrations of RNAP-loaded magnetomicelles increased transcription efficiency (Figure 4a).
Collectively, using densitometry to quantify the amount of RNA
produced, these transcription assays reveal that efficient transcription requires 3-4 times the amount of T7 RNAP to be
conjugated to the magnetomicelle surfaces versus free enzyme
in solution (Figure 4b). However, we found that any manipulation of the standard transcription reaction, including adding
magnetomicelles to a transcription reaction already in progress,
causes a slight decrease in RNA production (Figure 4c). As a
result, it is possible that the magnetomicelle solution is slightly
inhibitory to T7 RNAP, regardless of its bound or unbound state,
or causes RNA degradation, perhaps due to the presence of
RNases.
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Figure 5. (a) T7 RNAP-magnetomicelle recycling scheme. (b) UreaPAGE gel of RNA produced by T7 RNAP-magnetomicelles. Starred
lanes represent the second reaction performed with the recycled T7
RNAP-magnetomicelle bioconjugates from the similarly numbered but
unstarred lanes. The concentration of T7 RNAP conjugated to the
magnetomicelles increased from lanes 1-3.

Consequently, to further justify the utility of our proteinmagnetomicelle bioconjugates, we tested the recyclability of the
conjugates. Recycling biologically relevant enzymes, for as little
as one or two subsequent assays, could greatly reduce experimental times and costs. To test whether magnetomicelle-bound
enzymes could be recycled and reused without contamination
from prior reactions, we designed a transcription assay using
T7 RNAP-magnetomicelles and the two different DNA templates (for 135-nt mRNA and 76-nt tRNAPro) described above.
The first reaction was performed in the presence of one DNA
template, followed by magnetic separation of the T7 RNAPmagnetomicelles, removal of the RNA product generated,
washing, and a second transcription with the separated bioconjugates and the opposite DNA template (Figure 5a). Incomplete
washing of the recycled T7 RNAP-magnetomiclles would be
assayed by the production of the first RNA product in the second
reaction. As a result, up to four T7 RNAP-magnetomicelle
washes were required to remove DNA contamination in a second
reaction (34). To our surprise, T7 RNAP-magnetomicelles
successfully transcribed RNA up to three times, although only
the first two reactions produced levels of RNA with no
qualitative loss in T7 RNAP activity (Figure 5b). Additionally,
the amount of RNA produced from recycled T7 RNAP was
dependent on the concentration of T7 RNAP conjugated to the
magnetomicelle surface. The recovery and reuse of T7 RNAP
is significant, considering the complexity of the transcription
reaction and the fragility of T7 RNAP.

Nanoparticle-supported proteins have considerable potential
in a variety of biotechnological areas, mostly limited by the
bioconjugation chemistries available for joining proteins and
particles and the biocompatibility of the protein for the solid
support. In the present study, we have proposed a new composite
nanostructure suitable for protein bioseparation and enzymatic
recycling. Our method takes advantage of IMAC chemistry and
requires His-tagged recombinant proteins for attachment to
encapsulated, magnetic γ-Fe2O3 particles. Specifically, using
His6-tagged T4 DNAL, we demonstrated reproducible binding
capacity on the surface of the magnetomicelles and specific
protein capture through the His6-Cu2+-IDA interaction. This
highly specific protein attachment is likely a factor for the
retention of enzyme function in subsequent experiments. We
argue that these nanoparticle supports should be versatile, as
the carboxylic acid groups available on the surface of the
magnetomicelles could be further functionalized to recognize
other distinctive protein features for bioconjugation and could
in turn provide additional scenarios for specific protein capture.
Additionally, by quantifying the amount of His6-EGFP
conjugated to a magnetomicelle surface, we revealed large
loading capacities of bound, intact protein. The high surfaceto-volume ratio afforded by conjugating proteins to nanoparticle
supports is a clear advantage over other solid-supported enzyme
techniques. Furthermore, the Cu+2-IDA magnetomicelles utilized
in these examples were prepared by cross-linking 50% of
available carboxylic acid groups prior to Cu+2-IDA functionalization and subsequent protein attachment. We envision that
this system could be modified to accommodate more or fewer
IDA groups to tailor the number of conjugated proteins.
Most importantly, Cu+2-IDA magnetomicelles were biocompatible in transcription reactions performed with bound T7
RNAP, with only subtle losses in enzyme activity. This lower
activity could be due to enzyme denaturation or a structural
change at the particle surface, as has been previously demonstrated for adsorbed protein-nanoparticle conjugates (10), or a
portion of the bound protein may be less accessible for catalysis
than in free solution. Although the loss in RNA production after
T7 RNAP bioconjugation to magnetomicelles was not favorable,
we are optimistic that magnetomicelle supports could be
applicable for the conjugation of other proteins. Reports of
catalyst activity on magnetic supports is diverse for particlebound enzymes, ranging from a significant or complete loss in
activity to an increase in catalytic function (41, 46-48).
Therefore, despite the variability in surface-bound enzyme
activity, there remains great interest in the potential for magnetic
enzyme carriers that permit easy enzyme separation and reuse.
Recyclable biocatalysts are becoming more widely used for
organic transformations in industrially relevant reactions (6).
Our work, by contrast, is one of the first examples of magnetic
recycling of an enzyme used in a molecular biology transformation under strict biological conditions. In principle, our enzymemagnetomicelle system could be broadly applied for the
separation and reuse of a variety of enzymes under diverse
reaction conditions. In addition to the advantages that proteinmagnetomicelles offer to protein separation, analysis, and
enzyme reuse, we envision that proteins attached to the surface
of magnetomicelles could also facilitate targeted, magnetic drug
delivery (49) or be used in in vivo imaging systems (50, 51).
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